D7
ENGLISH LAW
the Table set out on D4 shows in concise form
I.
II
 The Sources
The Subdivisions
of the Law of England. The intention is to give a general picture of the whole system in tabular form
to explain briefly what the Table represents and finally to deal in slightly more detail with a few
selected subjects which mar be of particular interest to the ordinary reader
A word of warning is necessary Learned text hooks have been written on every one of the many
subjects referred to hi the Table and the application of the law in any particular case is a matter for
the professional expert The following pages do not claim to do more tlrm to make a brief survey
of the whole field of English Law for the general guidance and interest of the ordinary citimi
The system of English Courts as restructured under the Administration of Justice Act 1970 is Get out
in tabular form on D5 and. D6
I    THE SOURCES OF ENGLISH LAW
The citizen who desires to make some acquaint
ance with the English Legal System must begin
by disabusing himself of several popular fallacies
for example that it is a fixed and unalterable code
that it is strictly logical that it is coldly imper
sonal and uninfluenced by human factors The
history and practice of the law display precisely
the opposite characteristics
1  COMMON LAW AND CASE LAW
The English Legal System is a living organism
not a dead static code The system as we know
it began to develop in the 12th cent when Henry
II extended the practice of sending the royal
judges about the country on circuit to deal
with crimes and disputes and to adapt and give
official authority to the best of the local customs
some of which had been in force since Anglo
feason days The judges did this by empirical
methods—that is by practical common sense
decisions on the actual cases brought before them
and by setting out their reasoning in detail.
Staple records of the most important decisions
were kept from the earliest times as the cen.
turies passed the gradual elaboration of a system
of law reporting ensured that the facts of sigmfi
cant cases the reasoned judgments delivered on
those facts and the principles those judgments en
shrined should be recorded and preserved at the
same time the doctrine of precedent—the rule that
those principles enunciated by a superior court
should be followed by all courts inferior to it—
ensured consistency throughout the country
Thus there was gradually developed a body of
principles—living growing and adaptable to new
sets of facts as they arose principles moreover
which rose above local differences of custom and
became common to the whole Realm Hence the
expression common law
Case Law The system we have described is by
no means a thing of the past it is still hi force
today New circumstances are continually aris
ing cases come before the judges for decision and
it frequently happens that the principles laid down
m the past do not apply precisely in all respects
to the particular facts in point When this occurs
it is the judge s right and. duty to Interpret and
adapt the principle to the new facts before him
his judgment is reported and his reasoning made
clear The adapted principle of that judgment
becomes part of the law of England it must be
followed, by all Inferior courts and it will not be
ignored or abandoned by courts of the same rank
or any superior court without reasoned argument
and careful consideration Thus the practising
lawyer can never sit back with the comfortable
assurance that he has completed his studies
he must continually keep his knowledge up to date.
The practice of law Is not based onrigidrules but is
the art of applying the known principles to the
facts of new cases as they arise
In July 1966 the House of Lords (the Supreme
 Court of Appeal) announced that it would hence
forth regard itself as free to depart from its own
previous decisions when it appeared right to do so
though this power would be sparingly used
3  EQUITY
But the English genius for practical impro'visa
tion has never excluded spiritual and ethical
motives of conduct 37or hundreds of years the
Church was a great power in the land extending
its influence far beyond the strictly ecclesiastical
sphere The great church leaders of the past took
an important part in the secular activities of
government and administration from an earlr
date the Kings Chancellor was an ecclesiastic
The Chancellor was not only the King s Secretary
of State and Keeper of the royal seal as royal
chaplain he was Keeper of the King a con
science It was to him therefore that the King
turned for advice on matters of state where ethical
and moral considerations were involved
All human institutions are fallible and the
rough and ready methods of the early common
law sometimes fell short of those ideals of abstract
justice that inspire mens minds Despite or
perhaps because of its practical outlook the
common law tended to become circumscribed by
its own precedents As the machinery of justice
became more elaborately organised the idealistic
doctrine— Where there Is a light there is a
remedy —was apt to degenerate in practice into
the realistic but soulless form.'—• Where there is a
legal remedy there Is a legal right Too close an
adherence to legal formalities led sometimes to a
denial of justice This was particularly so for the
weak who could not help themselves—feeble
minded persons tricked or cajoled into legally
signing away their property minors unconscion
ably treated by guardians who having got legal
custody (under a will or otherwise) of a minor a
inheritance refused to honour their solemn trust
borrowers who having delayed beyond trie date
fixed for the repayment of a loan found themselves
deprived under the strict terms of the mortgage
deed of property many tunes more valuable
which they had pledged only as security ]?or
such cases as these the common law courts
provided no remedy since the victims had suffered
no actual illegality Petitions were therefore sent
to the King the father of bis people begging
Mm to right such wrongs and the Question of
redress was delegated by the King to his Chan
cellor The Chancellor had no power directly to
revoke or interfere with the decisions of the royal
judges by depriving the oppressive party of the
property he had legally acaulred. but he could
and did. Insist that that party should not enjoy
such acquisition unconscionably for his own sole
advantage The defaulting guardian though he
continued legally to hold the minor a property
waa compelled to use it for the minor's benefit
the oppressive creditor who had legally got

